Pulmonary Function Diagnosis Based on Respiratory Changes in Lung Density With Dynamic Flat-Panel Detector Imaging: An Animal-Based Study.
The aims of this study were to address the relationship between respiratory changes in image density of the lungs and tidal volume, to compare the changes between affected and unaffected lobes, and to apply this new technique to the diagnosis of atelectasis. Our animal care committee approved this prospective animal study. Sequential chest radiographs of 4 pigs were obtained under respiratory control with a ventilator using a dynamic flat-panel detector system. Porcine models of atelectasis were developed, and the correlation between the tidal volume and changes in pixel values measured in the lungs were analyzed. The mean difference in respiratory changes in pixel values between both lungs was tested using paired t tests. To facilitate visual evaluation, respiratory changes in pixel values were visualized in the form of a color display, that is, as changes in color scale. Average pixel values in the lung regions changed according to forced respiration. High linearity was observed between changes in pixel values and tidal volume in the normal models (r = 0.99). Areas of atelectasis displayed significantly reduced changes in pixel values (P < 0.05). Of all atelectasis models with air trapping and air inflow restriction, 92.7% (19/20) were visualized as color-defective or color-marked areas on functional images, respectively. Dynamic chest radiography allows for the relative evaluation of tidal volume, the detection of ventilation defects in the lobe unit, and a differential diagnosis between air trapping and air inflow restriction, based on respiratory changes in image density of the lungs, even without the use of contrast media.